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COMMUNITY STORY
Springfield is the capital of Illinois and located in the
center of the state. The Sangamon River, a tributary of
the Illinois River, skirts the northeast edge of the city.
While interspersed with forests and wooded areas, much
of central Illinois is flat with expansive grasslands left by
glaciers covering the area for tens of thousands of years.
The glaciers’ retreat left prairie lands with rich soil that
attracted Native Americans from the Illiniwek and
Kickapoo tribes to the Sangamon area. The fertile soils
eventually enticed European pioneers who traversed
nearby Native American trails to settle in the area that is
now Springfield.1
Springfield, then called Calhoun, was founded as the
county seat of Sangamon County in 1821 around the land
of John Kelly.2 Springfield became the state capital in
1837, with nearly 3,000 residents, among them the future
16th President of the United States, Abraham Lincoln. The
city grew rapidly with the arrival of the railroad in the mid19th century. With the railroads in place, the economy
coalesced around exporting crops, livestock, and
secondary products such as wool and pork.3 The discovery
of coal seams northeast of the city late in the century
spurred additional economic and population growth.4 The
city's cultural status paralleled its economic growth, with
its designation as the Illinois State Fair's permanent site in
1894. Springfield had grown to almost 35,000 people by
the turn of the century.5

1

Figure 1 – The railroad infrastructure built in the mid-19th century
connected Springfield to major Midwestern cities, allowing it to
become a major exporter of agricultural and manufactured goods
well into the 20th century”. Image credit: Sangamon Valley Digital
Collection

Figure 2 –By the 1930’s, Springfield had developed into a city
that, “manifests both the well-ordered spaciousness typical of
capital cities, and the disorder of smokestacks and railroad yards
that attend factories and mines”7. Image credit: Sangamon
Valley Digital Collection

Robert P. Howard. A New Eden: The Pioneer Era in Sangamon County. https://www.sancohis.org/OLDER%20FILES/eden.htm.
Accessed October 1, 2020.
2
Ibid.
3
Paul M. Angle. Here I Have Lived: A History of Lincoln’s Springfield, 1821-1865.
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/l/lincoln2/0566798.0001.001/1:11.8?rgn=div2;view=fulltext. Accessed October 1, 2020.
4
“Coal Mining”. https://sangamoncountyhistory.org/wp/?p=412. Accessed October 1, 2020.
5
“Population Changes, 1830-2010”. https://sangamoncountyhistory.org/wp/?p=4948. Accessed October 1, 2020.
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Springfield maintained steady population growth and
experienced a changing economy over the 20th century.
The city continued its swift growth in the first few
decades, ascending to 71,000 people by 1930, and
climbed to over 111,000 by the year 20006. Coal mining
fueled manufacturing industries in the east of the city,
while the business and public administration activities
consolidated in the downtown area, around the Capitol
building west of 9th St.7 Mining activities subsided near
the middle of the century, and the economy shifted to
administrative and commercial enterprises.
Today, Springfield is home to over 111,400 residents.8
The city has seen growth in the medical care, service,
education, and retail sectors of the economy in recent
decades.9 The city’s largest sector is educational services,
health care and social assistance, followed by public
administration and retail trade.10 The government
remains an integral part of the economy, as the state
government is the city’s single largest employer. Tourism
has also been an essential aspect of the economy, with
approximately one million people visiting Lincoln
memorial sites around the city annually.
Recent changes to county and local governments resulted
in a loss of around 2,600 government jobs between 2000
and 2010. The job loss significantly affected the central
business district community due to the concentration of
government jobs there. The city has identified
revitalization efforts centered on local food to improve
the community's health and well-being. The revitalization
efforts have focused on establishing small businesses in
ground-floor vacancies and growing the farmer’s market
from an outdoor seasonal market to a year-round market.
Local government, organizations, and entrepreneurs see

6

Figure 4 – The colocation of the state and county governments in
Springfield has made public administration an anchor the city’s
economy. The state government remains the city’s largest
employer. Image credit: W. Wadas/Wikipedia

Figure 3 – The Old Capitol Farmers Market has provided residents
access to fresh, healthy food since 1999. Previous vendors have
moved on to brick and mortar stores, which shows the potential
for a commercial kitchen in downtown Springfield. Image credit:
Rich Saal

Ibid.
“Springfield in 1939, according to the Federal Writers Project”. https://sangamoncountyhistory.org/wp/?p=11387. Accessed
October 1, 2020.
8
U.S. Census Bureau. 2019 American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates.
9
“City of Springfield Comprehensive Plan 2017-2037”.
https://www.springfield.il.us/businesses/partifinaladoptedspfcompplanmasteroct1017.pdf. Accessed October 1, 2020.
10
U.S. Census Bureau. 2018 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
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the potential for a shared commercial kitchen to boost
economic development in the food and beverage industry.
The city and several community partners have conducted
revitalization efforts in the downtown area already but
have not yet studied the feasibility of a commercial
kitchen space. Meanwhile several independent efforts to
create shared production space are under consideration
elsewhere in the city. Several buildings in the downtown
area could serve as the kitchen site, but their condition
needs assessment to determine renovation requirements
and costs. Some areas overlap with a designated Qualified
Opportunity Zone, which makes grant funding available.
Additionally, the city has created a Tax Increment Finance
district in downtown, which could potentially provide
additional funding.

Figure 5 – The workshop participants identified a number of
potential sites for local food spaces, including the Ace
Warehouse site on the edge of downtown toward the medical
district, shown here. Image credit: City of Springfield

Revitalization efforts so far have been successful but have
been hindered by a lack of coordination. The technical assistance workshop's fundamental goal is to identify
an organization to oversee the commercial kitchen enterprise. Several potential partners have been identified,
including Innovate Springfield (a social innovation and business incubator based in the University of Illinois
Springfield), Downtown Springfield Inc. (a nationally accredited Main Street organization), and private
business owners.
The Momentum on Main Street program is a notable example of collaboration that the city aspires to expand
on to revitalize the downtown neighborhood. The program was created by Downtown Springfield, Inc. in
cooperation with the City of Springfield, Innovate Springfield, and other partners. Momentum on Main Street
seeks to educate and empower entrepreneurs in downtown. The program helps entrepreneurs, investors, and
developers navigate the regulations and hurdles associated with starting a business.
As revitalization efforts continue, the City of Springfield and its partners have determined that a commercial
kitchen that utilizes local food could be vital in advancing economic growth, supporting local entrepreneurs,
and improving health outcomes in the downtown neighborhood. This focus on local food made Springfield a
good match with the federal Local Foods, Local Places technical assistance program. In 2019, the City of
Springfield and community partners requested assistance through the Local Foods, Local Places Program to
develop an action plan that will facilitate the local food movement in the downtown community by
consolidating efforts to establish a local food space that could include a commercial kitchen, year-round
farmer’s market, job training, or local grocery.
The goals of the Local Foods, Local Places program are to create:
§
§
§

More economic opportunities for local farmers and businesses.
Better access to healthy, local food, especially among disadvantaged groups.
Revitalized downtowns, main streets, and neighborhoods.
3
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The Local Foods, Local Places program is supported by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. Springfield was one of 16
communities across the United States selected to
participate in the program in 2020 from more than 70
applications.
A Local Foods, Local Places steering committee formed in
Springfield in preparation for this technical assistance
award comprised of a variety of community partners (see
Figure 7). A technical assistance team of consultants and
multiple federal and state agency partners supported
effort (Figure 8). The Steering Committee decided to
focus its technical assistance process on strengthening the
local food economy, supporting food entrepreneurs,
improving access to nutritional food, and strengthening
existing collaborations.
The remainder of this report and appendices document
the technical assistance engagement process, the
workshop activities, and, most importantly, the outcome:
a community action plan to achieve Springfield’s goals.

Local Foods, Local Places
Steering Committee
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Figure 6 - Steering committee members.

ENGAGEMENT
The technical assistance engagement process for Local
Foods, Local Places has three phases, illustrated in Figure
9 below. The plan phase consists of three preparation
conference calls with the steering committee and
technical assistance team to clarify goals and arrange
workshop logistics. The convene phase includes the
effort’s capstone event—a two-day intensive workshop.
The act phase includes three follow up conference calls to
finalize a community action plan and strategize on
maintaining momentum generated during the workshop.

Abby Powell, City of Springfield
Donna Davlantis, City of Springfield
Rep. Mike Murphy, Illinois General Assembly
Lisa Clemmons Stott, Downtown Springfield,
Inc.
Katie Davison, Innovate Springfield
Piero Taico, Illinois Stewardship Alliance /
Independent Entrepreneur
Denise Perry, Copper Pot Cooking Studio
Lanae Clarke, Illinois Chamber of Commerce
Aly Grady, Department of Commerce and
Economic Opportunity

Local Foods, Local Places
Technical Assistance Team
§
§

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Genevieve Dabrowski, EPA HQ Office of
Community Revitalization
Ron Batcher, USDA Agricultural Marketing
Service (AMS) Transportation and Marketing
Programs
Samantha Schaffstall, USDA Agricultural
Marketing Service (AMS)
Jason Keller, Federal Reserve Bank of
Chicago
Fernanda Pedraza, SBA Great Lakes Region
Alan Shannon, USDA Food & Nutrition
Service (FNS), Midwest Region
Kate O’Hara, USDA Rural Development
Holly Fowler, Northbound Ventures
Consulting, LLC
Will Cockrell, EPR, P.C.

Figure 7 - Technical assistance team.
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The Springfield workshop was held as an interactive virtual workshop with seven videoconferencing sessions
over two days from August 25th – 26th, 2020. Thirty-five individuals representing the Springfield community
and various local organizations and federal partners participated in one or more workshop sessions. Figure 10
shows a screenshot of some of the workshop participants. The activities from these sessions are described
below. Workshop exercise results are summarized in Appendix A, a list of workshop attendees is provided in
Appendix B, a data profile in Appendix C, funding resources in Appendix D, and general references in
Appendix E.

Figure 8 - Local Foods, Local Places technical assistance process diagram.

Figure 9 – Workshop participants were connected virtually through seven videoconferencing sessions.
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VISION AND VALUES
The virtual workshop's opening session focused on
identifying a vision and articulating values for local food and
Springfield. The core focus was a commercial kitchen.
Twenty-five participants attended the opening session,
representing various local food, public health, and
community service organizations.
Abigail Powell, Operations Coordinator, Economic
Development for the City of Springfield, welcomed
participants. After recognizing community partners in
producing the workshop and introductions, the technical
assistance team gave a short presentation on the Local
Foods, Local Places program. Lisa Clemmons Stott then
gave a virtual tour of Springfield, which highlighted unique
aspects of Springfield and conveyed the critical assets and
challenged of the downtown area with images and maps.
The tour showcased organizations and community activities
that deal with the food system or economic development,
such as the farmer’s market, other food retail, and farm to
table restaurants. The tour touched on vacancies in
downtown and showed examples of potential sites for a
commercial kitchen. These slides along with demographic
and regional data related to food access, health, and
economic well-being about Springfield can be found in
Appendix C.
The opening workshop session's primary purpose was to
hear from residents and other stakeholders about their
vision for a local food space in the downtown
neighborhood. The technical assistance team led attendees
through a group exercise called "This I believe…", design to
surface core values of the community (Figure 11). The
complete results from each of the exercises are available in
Appendix A.

This I Believe…
I believe my community…
•

... is a wonderful place that can be
better.

•

…is ready for positive change that is
beneficial to all.

•

…has opportunity for growth.

•

…wants to improve and is looking
for leaders.

•

…has its own set of challenges but
has incredible potential.

•

…is tired of its unrealized potential
and is ready to change the narrative.

•

…is poised for growth.

I believe local food…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

…can bring people together in more
ways than just eating.
…is an economic growth
opportunity.
…creates community
connectedness!
…can change a community's
economy for the good.
…will build a healthier community
and a more stable economy.
…is an important part of a local
living economy.
…allows the community to grow.

Figure 10 – In a group exercise designed to capture the
community’s vision and values, participants were asked to
complete the statements “I believe my community…” and “I
believe local food…”. The above figure represents select
responses and all can be found in Appendix A.
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CASE STORIES
In the second session, the technical assistance team shared
a few examples of other communities that successfully
pursued goals like Springfield’s. The technical assistance
team shared examples of commercial kitchens, a teen
equality center, food business incubators, food processing,
food retail, and other operations.
The Worcester, Massachusetts, shared kitchen was the first
case study (see Figure 12). The Regional Environmental
Council (REC) is a grassroots environmental justice
organization that manages the kitchen. In 2016, REC
partnered with the Worcester Regional Chamber of
Commerce to revitalize an underutilized 1,000 square foot
commercial kitchen at the Worcester County Food Bank.
The kitchen’s first client was REC’s own YouthGrow (Youth
Growing Organics in Worcester), an urban agriculturefocused youth development and employment program for
30-40 low-income teens. They used the kitchen to produce
a line of hot sauces that are sold to raise funds for the
program.
Another case study featured United Teen Equality Center
(UTEC) in Lowell, Massachusetts. Founded in 1999, young
people drove this organizing movement to develop a teen
center in response to gang violence. Its mission is to ignite
and nurture the ambition of proven-risk youth to trade
violence and poverty for social and economic success (see
Figure 13). In 2017, UTEC expanded its workforce
development streams to include a 5,000 square foot
commercial kitchen that the program shares with more
than 20 food entrepreneurs. There are more case study
examples in Appendix A.
The participants expressed keen interest in the idea of a
community kitchen or shared production space and
affirmed the need to improve access to affordable healthy
food. Some participants were interested in grocery pop-ups
and food delivery systems. Others were interested in
acquiring a facility where gardeners can take food to be
cleaned, processed, cooked, donated, and sold. They have a
7

Figure 11 – The technical assistance team shared case stories of
successful initiatives from other communities, like this shared
kitchen in Worcester, Massachusetts. Image source: Regional
Environmental Council.

Figure 13 – The United Teen Equality Center is a nationally
recognized model agency for its workforce development and
social enterprise program. It offers youth paid on-the-job
experience to learn industry specific skills and “soft skills.”
Image source: The United Teen Equality Center.
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better network amongst the gardeners and other food producers to share different produce. In the action
brainstorming activity, participants created 36 action ideas for goal one, seventeen actions for goal two,
eighteen for goal three, and twenty for goal four.

ASSETS AND CHALLENGES
In the third session, attendees participated in small group
activities in breakout rooms to identify key assets and
critical challenges. One group identified assets and
challenges for each of the four community goals. The other
group identified assets and opportunities on an interactive
online map.
Participants saw current economic development programs
and local food businesses as assets for creating a
commercial kitchen. Existing support for local entrepreneurs
from programs offered by Downtown Springfield, Inc. and
Innovate Springfield were considered valuable resources in
the pursuit to establish a commercial kitchen. Additionally,
the number of existing local restaurants that feature local
food, the farmers market, and other food markets were
cited as evidence that there are strong demand and interest
from the community in a space dedicated to local food
products.
Financial barriers and a lack of direction were cited as
potential barriers to the commercial kitchen. Participants
noted a lack of capital and education on business financing
options available to producers in the area. Participants also
had concerns about who exactly would oversee the
establishment and operation of the commercial kitchen. A
full list of results from this exercise is provided in Appendix
A.
Participants identified assets and opportunities on an
interactive online map. The completed map shows potential
sites for commercial kitchen sites, along with likely
supporting organizations and locations. Additionally,
participants identified existing food system elements and
potential obstacles to downtown revitalization efforts. The
full mapping results are provided in Appendix A.
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Assets and Opportunities
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

A platform to not only produce, but
generate revenue
Available spaces to choose from
Local talent source
Appears to be some demand
More food artists producing in
inspected facilities
Local support
Growing residential population

Figure 14 – A sampling of assets and opportunities identified
during the workshop exercises.

Challenges
§
§
§
§
§
§

Downtown is very spread out
Cold winters; need to think about
alternative foods
Finding a good location
How do we pay for that and where?
Old buildings, difficult to rehab. Large
physical space
Attracting market beyond the “9 to 5”
crowd

Figure 12 – A sampling of assets and opportunities identified
during the workshop exercises.
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ACTION PLAN
The majority of the second day of the workshop was dedicated to prioritizing and detailing the actions to
support each goal. In the three calls following the workshop, steering committee members and other
community stakeholders consulted to complete and refine each, taking into consideration what was truly
within the group’s scope of influence. In a truly challenging year, the steering committee continued to make
this project a priority, meeting four times on their own to ensure this action plan reflects what is needed and
achievable, even with the continuing challenges and stresses on time and resources. The final goals and
supporting actions are listed below. The tables that follow provide additional detail for each action.
Goal 1 – Determine next steps for establishing a commercial kitchen in downtown Springfield to solidify it as
a premier local food neighborhood.
• Action 1.1 – Conduct a market analysis for demand of commercial kitchen services in downtown
Springfield.
• Action 1.2 – Identify a suite of financial resources and criteria typically used to establish commercial
kitchens.
Goal 2 – Support the establishment and growth of food businesses in downtown Springfield.
• Action 2.1 – Identify barriers to entry for food businesses and make findings available to the public and
regulators.
• Action 2.2 – Work to enact policy changes at the city and county level that streamline permits and lower
cost of licensing/establishing a business.
• Action 2.3 – Create more entrepreneurial programs about financing a business, including non-traditional
ways like crowdfunding.
• Action 2.4 – Develop a marketing plan that raises the profile of this work and helps to position and
solidify downtown as a premier local food neighborhood.
Goal 3 – Support the expansion of Springfield’s Old Capitol Farmers Market to become a year-round access
point for local food.
• Action 3.1 – Survey local farmers to see if there is interest in a farmer cooperative (like Stewards of the
Land) to help assist coordination and efficiencies of the supply side of the local food system.
• Action 3.2 – Conduct a feasibility study to determine whether there is existing supply and demand to
support a year-round farmer’s market.

GOAL 1: Advance the establishment of a commercial kitchen in downtown Springfield to
solidify it as a premier business incubation and local food neighborhood.
Establishing a commercial kitchen was central to Springfield’s application for technical assistance and the preworkshop planning discussions. The workshop surfaced a couple of recent independent efforts to establish a
commercial kitchen in Springfield, though neither with the exact focus and location envisioned by municipal
and downtown leadership. To continue to advance the vision for an incubator kitchen in downtown, actions
selected to support Goal 1 involve intermediate steps, such as studying feasibility, demand, and potential
funding for eventual food entrepreneurs to assist them in startup. Post-workshop, the technical assistance
9
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team and federal partners will focus on developing clear guidance on those intermediate steps and on the
overall vision.

Action 1.1: Conduct a market analysis for demand of commercial kitchen services in downtown
Springfield.
What this is and
why it is
important
Measures of
success

Timeframe
Lead
Supporting cast

Needed
resources and
possible sources

This document is an important tool to move this project forward, as potential funders
will expect a quantitative analysis. The local team would seek completion of this analysis
together to ensure the finished report is available to any potential operator or tenant of
a space and will help direct the team’s next steps.
● When market analysis is complete and demonstrates broad outreach and sufficient
details of what needs exist
● Elements of the market analysis would illustrate connections with incubating
businesses, workforce training and development, and tie-ins with local agriculture.
● Market analysis leads to adaptive reuse of existing buildings
6 months
Piero Taico, Illinois Stewardship Alliance / Independent Entrepreneur
● Springfield Sangamon Growth Alliance, Ryan McCrady
● Small Business Development Center, Kevin Lust
● Innovate Springfield, Katie Davison (and graduate students)
Funds (~$12-15k) to hire a firm to complete the market analysis or adoption by
University of Southern Illinois’ economic modeling classes as a pro bono effort

Action 1.2: Expand the existing resources available to assist food entrepreneurs, specifically a
suite of financial resources by initiative.
What this is and
why it is
important
Measures of
success
Timeframe
Lead
Supporting cast

There are a number of elements of a toolkit in place (e.g., education provided by
Innovate Springfield), but financing is always a known challenge.
A tool kit exists and is accessible on the City’s webpage that features financing options
for new and growing businesses.
6 months
City of Springfield, Abby Powell
● Recent businesses for how they financed their operation
● Illinois Small Business Development Center, Kevin Lust
● Illinois Department of Commerce & Economic Opportunity, Aly Grady
● Crystal Kern
● Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC), Jess Weitzel
● University of Illinois Extension (Pam Schallhorn)
● Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE)
● U.S. Small Business Administration (Fhernie Pedraza-Schmitt)
● Federal Bank of Chicago (Jason Keller)
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Needed
resources and
possible sources

If a municipal web page is not a possibility, a separate website for Local Foods, Local
Places related content will need to be created. This website might be part of additional
marketing efforts developed under Action 2.4.

Goal 2: Support the establishment and growth of food businesses in downtown Springfield.
Entrepreneurial ventures have been central to downtown Springfield’s recent revitalization, but the start-up
process is not always clear, simple, or inexpensive. Finding affordable commercial space is a challenge as
Springfield’s aging historical infrastructure requires costly modernization and many property owners retain an
expectation of rent levels affordable by state tenants, but not by a fledging business. The steering committee
identified downtown reinvestment as a core goal. While there are several efforts currently underway, the
actions under this goal involve identifying and lowering or removing barriers for entrepreneurs.
Action 2.1: Identify barriers to entry for food businesses and make findings available to the public and
regulators.
What this is and New entrepreneurs face a number of processes and challenges in their start-up. Barriers
why it is
can be financial, regulatory, etc. An initial step is to identify the most common barriers
important
and change policy, and or develop classes, guidebooks, or other materials help new
businesses navigate.
Measures of
● Develop documentation of common barriers to entry
success
● Follow up survey evaluating success of follow-up actions, like a guidebook
Timeframe
0-4 months
Lead
Kayla Graven, Downtown Springfield Inc’s Market Manager
Supporting cast ● Copper Pot Kitchen (Denise Perry)
● Illinois Stewardship Council/Independent Entrepreneur (Piero Taico)
● Matt Wolf (City of Springfield Building and Zoning)
● Sangamon County Public Health (Colleen Stone)
● Lincoln Land Community College (Sheridan Lane)
● Existing brick and mortar businesses (Rep Mike Murphy)
Needed
● Public relations plan to publish the findings and make available to public
resources and
possible sources

Action 2.2: Work to enact policy changes at the city and county level that streamline permits and
lower cost of licensing/establishing a business.
What this is and
why it is
important
Measures of
success
Timeframe

This action is tied to action 2.1 and focuses on policy and overcoming barriers by working
with public health and regulatory officials. This could take the form of roundtables or
working sessions with officials and food entrepreneurs on how to best overcome
barriers.
● Number of regulatory hurdles addressed
● Begin as Action 2.1 is completed.
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Lead
Supporting cast

Needed
resources and
possible sources

● The process could take 6 months and involve a few meetings/sessions.
Piero Taico, Illinois Stewardship Alliance / Independent Entrepreneur
● Downtown Springfield, Inc. / Old Capitol Farmers Market (Kayla Graven)
● Illinois Stewardship Alliance (Molly Gleason)
● Copper Pot Kitchen (Denise Perry)
● Lobbying efforts at all levels of government (Could be part Illinois Stewardship
Alliance’s state Local Food Lobby Day)
● Farmers markets with “umbrella licenses” (e.g., McHenry County, Crystal Lake)

Action 2.3: Create more entrepreneurial programs about financing a business including nontraditional ways like crowdfunding.
What this is and
why it is
important

Measures of
success
Timeframe
Lead
Supporting cast

Needed
resources and
possible sources

Target support to food business entrepreneurs and startup businesses through classes,
outreach, mentor hours, etc. on financing. Also, make people aware of existing
resources. Knowing financing and business planning will help new food businesses.
Steering Committee members identified reaching traditionally under-represented
entrepreneurs as a goal.
● Number of classes and participants
● Collection of demographics
● Success measures may change based on demonstrated demand
● 6-12 months
● Ongoing
● Innovate Springfield (Katie Davison)
● University of Illinois Extension (Pam Schallhorn)
● Small Business Development Center (Kevin Lust)
● Innovate Springfield (Katie Davison)
● Black Chamber (Dominick Watson)
● DSI’s Momentum on Main Street (David Lee, chair)
● U.S. Small Business Administration’s SCORE (Fhernie Pedraza-Schmitt)
● Community space to hold workshops in the underserved areas (north and east side)
● Existing resources (Pam Schallhorn)
● Crowdfunding knowledge (Public Market)

Action 2.4: Develop a marketing plan that raises the profile of this work and helps to position and
solidify downtown as a premier local food neighborhood.
What this is and
why it is
important
Measures of
success
Timeframe

There is a need for additional and enhanced marketing to support existing food
businesses downtown and to identify downtown as the place to start new food-based
businesses. Assess the current state of marketing efforts and expand as necessary to fill
gaps.
Assessment needs to be completed and shared
6 -12 months
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Lead
Supporting cast
Needed
resources and
possible sources

Downtown Springfield, Inc. (Lisa Clemmons Stott)
● University of Illinois Extension (Pam Schallhorn)
● Local Foods, Local Places Steering Committee
● Funding for Additional Marketing Efforts
● Volunteers or Interns

Goal 3: Support the expansion of Springfield’s Old Capitol Farmers Market to become a yearround access point for local food.
Downtown has hosted the city’s most popular summer season Farmers Market on Adams Street since 1999,
which starts in May and ends in October every year. The Market is held twice a week on Wednesday and
Saturday mornings. More than 6,000 people may attend on any given Saturday. Downtown Springfield, Inc. took
over once-a-month “winter” markets, from November through April, from the Illinois Stewardship Alliance in
2019, which have also grown in popularity. There is a demonstrated year-round need for healthy products from
the consumer point of view as outlined in the Sangamon County Community Health Needs Assessment. The
actions under this goal seek to understand what it will take to build the downtown farmers market to become
a true, year-round experience that both customers and vendors can count on.

Action 3.1: Survey local farmers to see if there is interest in a farmer cooperative (like Stewards of
the Land) to help assist coordination and efficiencies of the supply side of the local food system.
What this is and
why it is
important

Measures of
success

Timeframe
Lead
Supporting cast

Needed
resources and
possible sources

This action focuses on farmers and coordinating the supply side, creating avenues of
purchasing between restaurants and farmers. Then when new groups come in on either
side, they can tap into this resource instantly. This could result in an on-line platform
that assists food related businesses both with logistics and marketing products online, if
there is determined need.
● List of area famers created and contacted
● Minutes from meeting with farmers
● Report of findings from conversation with farmers
● Over time, greater profitability and more sales for local farmers if a cooperative is
organized
● 4 months (November 2020 – February 2021)
● Need 12 months to prepare for next growing season.
Kayla Graven, Downtown Springfield Inc. Old Capitol Farmers Market
● Chef Michael Higgins
● Illinois Stewardship Alliance for farmer’s contact information (Buy Fresh Buy Local search by region on website)
● Illinois Product Farmers Market (Contact: Illinois Department of Agriculture, Kristi
Jones)
● Food Fantasies (Jeff Elston)
• Zoom meeting platform
• Visit to Fairbury Program (model to benchmark)
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Action 3.2 Conduct a feasibility study to determine whether there is existing supply and demand
to support a year-round farmer’s market.
What this is and
why it is
important

Measures of
success

Timeframe
Lead
Supporting cast
Needed
resources and
possible sources

The winter market has been tested with two Holiday Markets in November and
December and a monthly Winter Market from January - April. These markets have grown
consistently in frequency and even changed locations to accommodate larger
attendance. At this stage, it would be good to explore the options for establishing a
permanent physical space, which would also address the city’s goal of filling vacant space
downtown. Expanding the winter market to more shopping days will expand the number
of patrons that market is able to attract, including local restaurants, and ultimately, the
bottom line for farmers. The location of the market will greatly influence its chance of
success. As part of this feasibility study, the leads and supporting cast will need to
analyze potential locations for a permanent market, weighing the advantages and
benefits of the current location versus alternative spaces.
● Determine the potential supply by determining farmer interest in the spring
● Determine the demand by surveying customers during the upcoming winter markets
● Determine the demand by surveying restaurants in the spring
● Visit a currently successful year-round Market and steal their business plan
● Determine a suitable location that appeals to market patrons and vendors and fits
within the business/financial plan
● 12 months (Nov 2020 - October 2021) Survey vendors starting spring 2021
Downtown Springfield Inc / Old Capitol Farmers Market (Kayla Graven)
• Piero Taico, Illinois Stewardship Alliance / Independent Entrepreneur
• Farmers Market Advisory Board (existing)
● Identify best practices in similar sized communities to see what is working there
● Old Capitol Farmers Market data from past Markets and compare foot
traffic/visitor/producer data with other locations

IMPLEMENTATION AND NEXT STEPS
The steering committee held three calls with the technical assistance team in the weeks following the
workshop to share progress updates, review the community action plan for clarity and accuracy, and discuss
outreach strategies for maintaining momentum and stakeholder engagement in the process. Several
workshop participants joined these calls to help inform the final action plan and report. Announcements and
activities shared by the group since the workshop include:
§
§
§
§

There has been continued and increased interest in the idea of a commercial kitchen.
There has been continued conversations with food entrepreneurs interested in downtown space.
The workshop helped to bridge a gap between the local medical community and downtown.
The Illinois Times ran an article about the workshop, which has generated more interest in the
topics of local food and placemaking.
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§
§
§
§

§

§

Initial meetings were held with commercial kitchen businesses looking to expand into Springfield’s
food market.
Follow up conversations have taken place between state government partners and local
entrepreneurs.
There was launch of a Food Hall development in the core of the downtown, which intends to focus
on farm-to-table vendors and locally sourced products.
Piero’s commercial kitchen concept “Nourish Springfield” was selected by the Community Fund
Land of Lincoln as a “Next Ten”. Nourish Springfield was one of the top voted concepts and
attracted more media on UIS/NPR (https://www.nprillinois.org/post/springfield-dreams-visions2021-and-beyond#stream/0) and in the Illinois Times. Piero was also invited to participate in the
Community Health Needs Assessment roundtable with others to comment on local food as a result
of this effort.
The city has been working to award 125 grants to local businesses, especially restaurants and bars.
These mini grants are part of $220M Business Interruption Grant funding from the Illinois
Department of Commerce & Economic Opportunity.
The community outpouring for those facing food insecurity has been incredible. An example is local
restaurants, including Copper Pot Kitchen, sourcing local food to help feed local families.

APPENDICES
§
§
§
§
§

Appendix A – Workshop Exercise Results
Appendix B – Workshop Participants and Contact List
Appendix C – Community Data Profile
Appendix D – References
Appendix E – Funding Resources
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